
new Score Apple doesn’t fall far from the 

original Score tree. The newly formulated 

sweet apple taste with a healthy dose of 

B vitamins gives it double the power to 

release a blast of energy. And because it’s 

taurine free, Score has that great aftertaste 

fans have come to love. New Score Apple is 

available in stylishly revamped 440ml cans.

Fitch & Leedes launches 
delightful new Pink Tonic 
Fitch & Leedes has launched a new 

blushing Pink Tonic. Pretty in pink with 

whiffs of rose petals and fresh cucumber, 

this new tonic is poised to be the perfect 

accompaniment to fine gins. Fitch & Leedes 

Pink Tonic is available at a recommended 

retail price of R40 for a 6-pack of 200ml 

cans or R36 per 4-pack of 200ml glass 

bottles. 

Iconic beers will help  
feed the hungry
The South African Breweries (SAB) has for 

the first time launched an eight-pack of 

iconic beers from different countries across 

Africa, with ambitions to export to global 

markets so consumers as far afield as the 

United States and China can enjoy these 

unique African beers. SAB has partnered 

with Stop Hunger Now SA (SHNSA) – an 

international non-governmental organisa-

tion that packs and distributes meals to 

people living in poverty. For every pack sold,  

three students will receive a nutritious, 

wholesome meal. The first edition of the 

“Beers for Africa” pack will showcase Castle 

Lager (South Africa), St Louis (Botswana), 

Maluti Premium Lager (Lesotho), 

2M (Mozambique), Laurentina Preta 

(Mozambique), Manica (Mozambique), 

Kilimanjaro Premium Lager (Tanzania)

Vital introduces delicious  
on-the-go snacks
Vital Health Foods’ bars and bites and air-

popped rice crisps tick several boxes as the 

ideal on-the-go snack. The Vital bars and 

bites contain 12 vitamins at 100% nutrient 

reference values (NRV), which is your 

recommended daily nutritional intake. They 

also have no added sugar or preservatives, 

and are gluten free. Vital bars and bites 

come in three delicious flavours: Cashew 

and Coconut; Almond and Cocoa; and Seed, 

Almond and Cinnamon. Ideal for those 

who suffer from sensitivities to gluten and 

preservatives, they are also perfect to pack 

in school lunchboxes or as an after-workout 

treat. Air-popped rice crisps, made from 

wholegrain brown and white rice, contain 

less than 400 kilojoules per 20g serving. 

Mini-cubes filled with flavour
Amor Seasoning cubes 

are a dehydrated 

stock mini-cubes that 

provide flavour to 

sauces, soups, curies, 

stews and marinades. 

Each mini-cube is 

covered by a foil-

lined wrapper, which is then packed into a 

waterproof sachet. Amor seasoning cubes 

are available in seven variants and come in 

pack sizes of 10 cubes of 4g each.

A sweet burst of  
the forbidden fruit

You will love the 

apples in the new 

Score Sparkling Apple 

energy drink with its 

tempting 

sweetness and 

epic power kick. 

With a double 

shot of Guarana for a 

natural energy eruption, 

and Zambezi Premium Lager (Zimbabwe). 

The Beers for Africa pack will be launched 

as a pilot project and be available initially 

in South Africa in key outlets across the 

country for a limited period of time. 

Live large with  
a 51% bigger Savanna Loco
Savanna Loco is now available in a 500ml 

bottle. Following the successful launch 

of the first spirit-flavoured cider in South 

Africa, this bold beverage now boasts 

the same refreshingly smooth, dry taste 

that leaves you wanting more. The added 

tequila twist combined with Savanna Dry 

mixes so well, you won’t be able to resist! 

The new 500ml Savanna Loco is available 

nationwide in cases of twelve at R194,95,  

6 packs at R105 and R18 per unit. 

Amarula helps save  
the African elephant
Amarula Cream Liqueur has recently 

launched the “Name Them, Save Them” 

campaign to give a name to every one of 

the 400 000 surviving African elephants 

in the wild. The digitalise pachyderms, 

created by the Amarula’s online audience, 

are brought to life by putting a named 

elephant and information regarding 

the animal on the labels of 400 000 

individualised Amarula bottles – one 

bottle for each of the remaining African 

elephants. The labels were crafted using an 

algorithm that randomly generates images, 

ensuring that each label is 100% unique. 

Amarula will donate $1 to WildlifeDirect 

for every digital elephant created on the 

site. These are available from April onwards 

in Global Travel Retail as well as in South 

Africa, Germany, Brazil, Canada, the United 

Kingdom and the United States.
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Real cider refreshment  
with the edgy taste of hops

Hunter’s EDGE 
delivers the first gulp 
refreshment of cider 
at the start and the 
full-flavoured taste 
of hops to the very 
last sip. With a rich, 
golden colour and a 
distinctively smooth 
taste, this refreshing 
cider is balanced with

the taste of real hops, gives men what they 
want to hit the spot. EDGE is now available 
in store in 330ml bottles and 440ml cans 
and is available in both six and 12-pack 
formats. A returnable 660ml bottle in  
12-pack crates will be available in July.

Just the right mix
When friends come 
together, the drink has to 
be mixed the right way 
to suit the atmosphere. 
It is the spirit of great 
friendships that inspires 
great memories. Every 
drop of Klipdrift NGQO 
is mixed with the perfect 
balance of the smooth 

bold taste of Klipdrift, blended with a range 
of flavours. It is an intriguing golden liquid 
with a complex taste of fruit and spice, 
followed by a welcoming bitterness on the 
palate. It is available in stores now.

Nàdurra peated completes 
Glenlivet’s craft whisky range

The Glenlivet has 
unveiled the third 
expression in its 
Nàdurra range of 
top-tier craft whiskies 
– a tribute to the 
historic traditions of 
making single malt 
whisky through new 
and innovative cask 
finishes. The Glenlivet 
Nàdurra Peated Whisky

Cask Finish is the first release in this  
range to have a subtle, smoky taste profile, 
having been finished in American oak  
casks that have previously held heavily 
peated Scotch whisky. The release of The 
Glenlivet Nàdurra Peated Whisky Cask 
Finish follows the launch of The Glenlivet 
Nàdurra First 

Fill Selection and The Glenlivet Nàdurra 

Oloroso into the domestic market in 

2016, and completes this rare single malt 

craft whisky range. The Nàdurra Peated 

is available at selected retail outlets at 

approximately R818,92 – the same price as 

Nàdurra First Fill and Nàdurra Oloroso.

Winter says  
hello to suede!
Suede is a must-have item that works 

perfectly with both formal and informal 

wear. Whatever the occasion, trust Plush 

to take care of all your suede items. Renew 

and beautify everything suede, be it a 

hat, shoes, belt or handbag. Follow these 

simple steps to clean, soften and renovate 

Suede & Nubuck – Brush off your suede 

item; Apply Suede & Nubuck Cleaner; Rub 

with absorbent clean cloth to lift dirt; 

Apply Suede & Nubuck Renew (available 

in a variety of colours). These products are 

specially formulated to bring out the very 

best in all your Suede shoes, jackets and 

accessories. Priced from R45,95 per can, 

these products are available at all leading 

retail outlets. 

Perfect nutrition  
for the hard gainer

Evox 5xl 

Formidable Ultra 

Mass has been 

scientifically 

developed to 

perfect the 

nutrition habits of 

the hard gainer, 

a person who does not find it easy to 

gain muscle through exercise. The unique 

dietary protocols of hard gainers means 

that they require a meal replacement 

supplements tailored to their unique needs, 

correcting the caloric shortfall required to 

support real mass gains. This mega-calorie, 

creamy, tasty and functional shake ensures 

optimal caloric supply in an easy to digest 

and absorb shake. It is available in three 

variants: Cookies and Cream, Choc-Banana 

and Chocolate. It is available in two pack 

sizes: 2kg and 4,2kg.

A product to help  
manage bedwetting
DryNites Pyjama Pants are there to assist 

parents and children to confidently manage 

bedwetting. They have been specifically 

designed to help growing children manage 

the bedwetting phase by providing 

unbeatable overnight protection. They 

can be worn under pyjamas or a nighty 

and come in designs suitable for age and 

gender to make them look and feel just 

like underwear. DryNites Pyjama Pants are 

available for Boys and Girls and come in 

two sizes, 4-7 years and 8-15 years. 

Parprol oil range now  
available through Engen 
Engen Petroleum now supplies and 

distributes a range of high-quality, virgin 

process oils under the Parprol name. These 

special process oils can be used in various 

industries as either raw materials or as 

a processing aid. Industries which enjoy 

the benefits of Engen’s Parprol process 

oils include manufacturers of adhesives, 

cable compounds, ink oil, plasticizers, rope 

dressings, rubber, leather softener, textile 

batching oil, pesticides, furniture polish 

and wood preservers. The oils are available 

in a variety of convenient packs including 

true bulk, 210L drums and mini-bulk (IBCs). 

Engen can also assist with dispensing 

solutions for inventory management, 

contamination control and disposal. In 

South Africa, primary distribution centres 

are present in all major cities as well as  

a number of secondary depots situated in 

outlying areas.
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